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Traveling Sol – Release Form (please print and sign) 

Please Follow These Instructions BEFORE Getting Spray Tanned: 

In order to ensure the best possible results for your spray tan, your skin must be THOROUGHLY & 

COMPLETELY cleaned. It is best to shower, shave, wash AND exfoliate your skin, before the scheduled tan.  

DO NOT use any oil based exfoliators. It is also best to get your mani/pedi the day before your spray tan. 

After washing and exfoliating, DO NOT apply ANY lotions, perfumes, colognes, body sprays OR 

DEODORANT. All of these will affect the quality and outcome of your spray tan.  

Instructions to follow AFTER Getting Spray Tanned: 

DO NOT SHOWER immediately after getting spray tanned. After the spray tan has air dried to touch, you 

will need to keep your clothing loose and cover your body ONLY with non-textured cotton fabric, like a light 

bathrobe. It is best to get spray tanned in the evening so that you can let the full effects develop overnight. 

Optimum results occur when you allow the spray tan to stay on your skin for at least 8 hours. You may 

resume your normal bathing routine in the morning. It is safe to use lotions, perfumes, colognes, body 

sprays and/or deodorant the following morning after a shower, as the tanning product has had time to fully 

develop. You will find that when you shower, it will look like the color is washing away in the water. DO 

NOT PANIC. This WILL NOT affect the outcome of your spray tan.  

About The ‘Tan’: 

This patented self-tanning formula works with every skin tone and every skin type because it works by 

enhancing your skin’s own pigment thus giving you a more natural-looking tan. This sunless tanner has a 

built-in color guide, a dark temporary color, that when applied, will ‘show where it goes’ on your skin 

thereby minimizing the chance of having streaks - this is what you will see washing off when you shower 

the next morning. This means you get a perfectly even tan, every time. Not only does it give you a perfect 

bronze, but it also deeply moisturizes and protects your skin without clogging your pores or irritating 

sensitive skin.  

This exclusive sunless tanning formula is made using three organic tanning agents – Dihydroxyacetone 

(DHA) boosted by Dimethyl Isosorbide (DMI) & Erythulose – without any stains or dyes, it works with your 

own unique skin tone to produce a naturally-based darker pigmentation on your skin’s surface. By 

enhancing your skin’s own pigments, this formula is guaranteed to give you a natural-looking tan that lasts 

longer. Other self-tanners can often turn your skin orange because they’re chemically-based, but this 

product’s naturally-derived tanning agents should not turn your skin orange, leave a bad odor, or 

permanently stain your clothes.  

**Erythulose is a carbohydrate. It is a pale-yellow liquid, extracted from red berries. This sugar reacts with 

the amino acids of the keratin found in the dead skin cells of the upper layer of your skin. It does not 

penetrate below this layer. The reaction, which is completely nontoxic, creates a temporary browning 

effect on these skin cells. Erythulose has no known side effects since it is highly unlikely for anyone to be 

sensitive to this type of sugar. 
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**Dihydroxyacetone (DHA) is a colorless 3-carbon sugar that when applied to the skin causes a chemical 

reaction with the amino acids in the surface cells of the skin producing a darkening effect. Studies suggest 

that DHA does not damage the skin because it only affects the outermost cells of the epidermis (stratum 

corneum). 

**Dimethyl Isosorbide (DMI) is a booster ingredient, formulated to improve the performance and 

delivery of DHA, making it penetrate faster and deeper into layers of the stratum corneum, resulting in a 

deeper, longer lasting tan with a more even, streak free, coverage. DMI primarily works as a solvent, and 

secondarily as a viscosity decreasing (reducing thickness) agent. DMI effectively penetrates the skin 

because it has the ability to dissolve loose fat in the skin so that it can carry across the skin membrane. This 

ingredient is regarded as safe for use in most cosmetic products.  

You shouldn’t have to sacrifice the health of your skin or feel compelled to apply harsh chemicals to your 

skin in order to achieve a rich, bronze tan. This spray tan formula contains only organic tanning agents. It is 

paraben-free and has no artificial preservatives so you can feel secure in the knowledge that you are using 

a safe and healthy product. This product is even safe to use on your face. In fact, this product works for 

everyone, no matter what skin tone or skin type you might have and its moisture rich formula dramatically 

softens most skin types.  

Your spray tan will begin to wear off as your skin naturally starts to shed within a week or so after 

application. If your skin is kept nourished, your tan may last longer. The tan does not wash away once the 

completed tone has had time to fully develop. Fading should begin gradually and naturally as your skin’s 

normal exfoliation process takes place. Intense exfoliation or scrubbing of the skin, long baths or swimming 

in chlorine water, as well as heavy sweating after a vigorous exercise will lighten your tan. Keeping your skin 

hydrated and using cleansing products free of alcohol, parabens and sulfates will help prolong your tan. 

 

I, ___________________________________________ have read the above instructions and information 

about this product and consent to participate in this spray tan experience.  By signing this release form,  I 

am stating that I have properly prepared for this spray tan session and do not have any   ______ lotions, 

______deodorants, ______ perfumes or ______ cologne on.  I also understand that by not adhering to 

these instructions, I may experience flawed spray tan results.  

I have read the above regarding the stated ingredients included in this spray tan formula and understand 

that I am solely responsible for any further research concerning these ingredients should I desire to know 

more. I hereby release and indemnify Shelly Eredia of Traveling Sol, legally and professionally, from any and 

all liability should I experience any reaction from using this product and/or for any flawed results that are 

directly related to my improper preparation for this personal spray tanning experience. 

**You must sign below in order for Traveling Sol to proceed with your spray tanning session. Your signature 

indicates that you have read the above information and agree to this indemnification and disclaimer. 

 

Sign ____________________________________________________   Date _________________________ 


